For OneVillage Partners, 2019 was a year of growth and learning. Though we share our 2019 annual report in the midst of a global pandemic and face changes and uncertainty, we are excited to share with you the many achievements of our partner communities from last year.

In 2019, we grew our reach by providing a platform for 18 rural communities in Sierra Leone to thrive, and we drew up plans to expand to a new region. We learned that we are capable of accomplishing our goals and making a big impact. In 2019, your generosity and commitment to this mission touched the lives of 22,000 individuals in Sierra Leone. Thank you for investing in people.

Last year, for the first time ever, OneVillage Partners raised more than $1 million in revenue. We are beyond grateful for the tremendous support that you have provided year over year, in helping us grow our impact. The gratitude for your dedication extends throughout our partner communities. With your support, they are able to continue leading their own development.

We are proud. Our programs showed remarkable results in 2019. From achieving programmatic impact to piloting our new Lead Program, our community partners are proud of their many accomplishments. We hope that you, too, are proud of the role that you play in helping them take steps towards social cohesion, inclusive leadership, gender equity, and resiliency.

We are committed. Despite our successes, we recognize that there is still more work to be done. Together, with our community partners, we will not rest until they have achieved their visions of thriving rural communities. This will require systemic and institutional change, organizational agility, and a continued commitment to building on people’s incredible assets. Our community partners are committed, and so are we, to developing thriving, connected, and resilient communities.

Thank you for being a part of such a monumental year for OneVillage Partners. Thank you for being a part of this vision.

Jill LaLonde
Executive Director

Jeff Hall
Founder & Board Chair
OUR PROGRAMS

Working in Sierra Leone, West Africa, we partner with rural communities and assist them to develop sustainable solutions to their most pressing self-identified challenges, such as access to clean water and improving food security. Our programs empower new leaders to address these challenges and create new opportunities for women’s economic empowerment. We accomplish our work through three programs.

**Community Action** guides communities to determine the challenges that they feel are most important to address and define a shared vision for development. Then, volunteer-leaders are trained to design, implement, and monitor projects that address those self-defined needs for the entire community. Communities implement up to three development projects under Community Action. Whole communities mobilize and build upon existing strengths and assets. Physical structures are the immediate outputs of this program, but longer-term outcomes also emerge, building the foundation for strong, prosperous communities.

**Nurturing Opportunities for Women (NOW)** is an entirely picture-based program that empowers participants with financial planning, decision-making, and public speaking skills to enhance gender equity in communities. **NOW: Business Skills** is a continuation of the financial literacy program where women are trained to successfully run a profitable business. We believe that equity is a pillar of strong communities, and we know that when women are invested in, the entire community benefits. NOW and NOW: Business Skills teach women finance and business skills, but the effects of women learning those skills have far-reaching impact, leading to socially cohesive communities and resilient families.

**Lead** builds off the momentum of our first two programs by providing a platform to amplify community-led leadership. In Lead, rural leaders enhance their leadership skills, collaborate with one another on development projects, and apply their demonstrated skills in identifying and addressing gender equity and their most urgent needs. In this program, we step back, allowing participants to prepare grant applications for funding and manage projects while working together - skills that our community partners indicated are important to them in building thriving, resilient communities. In 2019, we selected two applications and are proud to see their progress: rehabilitating a labor ward at a health clinic and providing income-based skills training for youth.
2019 RESULTS

2,521 people gained access to clean water

5,123 people gained access to toilets

2,798 people improved their food security

818 people gained access to a training center for income earning skills

125 volunteer-leaders trained in project design, implementation, and monitoring

217 NOW and NOW: Business Skills graduates achieving financial goals and enhancing their businesses

36 Lead participants trained in proposal writing and leadership skills

Building Thriving Communities

Our programs are built around the belief that thriving and resilient rural villages have the following ingredients: social cohesion, inclusive leadership, gender equity, and resiliency. Beyond the numbers, our programs work towards making these elements an ingrained part of the communities we work in.

Social Cohesion
Communities collaborate and are strengthened together

Inclusive Leadership
Community leadership is representative and transparent

Gender Equity
Communities support women and progress toward equity

Resiliency
Communities adapt and respond to external shocks
In Sierra Leone, the average daily income is still below the poverty line, but our communities prioritized a total of $1,134 cash contributions, not including volunteer time. This shared contribution is what makes this work a true partnership.

"[OneVillage Partners] is a completely community-led organization that allows the community to make their input on financial matters to better reach their identified goal." – Wuyata Brima, Community Action Group volunteer, Baaka

Investing Together

85%
of households contributed resources to their community development projects

Sharing Knowledge

69%
of NOW graduates shared what they learned in the program with others

Watta Moriba of Gbeka was struggling to support her family after her husband passed away. She knew little about managing finances, until a friend of hers who went through the NOW program started sharing lessons with her. "I realized that Watta needed these lessons even more than me," said Watta’s friend. Using the NOW skills that she learned from her friend, Watta was able to pay back debt, provide for her family, and even give out small loans to other women. “I felt proud.”
Traditionally in Sierra Leone, decisions about community development are placed solely in the hands of leadership at the top. Community Action allows communities to decentralize decision-making to all people in the community. Isata Kallon, a Community Action Group volunteer from Lalehun, stated, “The support of local authorities is the key to efficient work. The Community Action Group and the whole community need cooperation to achieve a goal.”

Leading Together

82% of communities reported making shared decisions between community and traditional leadership.

Using Their Voice

42% of speakers at OneVillage Partners community meetings were women.

In a culture where women are expected to do domestic work and stay out of politics, we are seeing changes in hearts and minds. “The birth of women’s leadership in Grima has strengthened our feelings of representation, unity, and investment in community development,” said Mamie Kemoh, who was elected as the Women’s Youth Leader. “Women should stop taking the back seat and serve as a strong front wheel for the development of our community.”
In rural Sierra Leone, diarrheal disease is pervasive. A lack of access to toilets leads to open-defecation practices, and a lack of clean water leads to additional sanitation issues. By choosing to prioritize better sanitation facilities, communities are improving hygiene and sanitation practices, leading toward healthier communities.

“Wellbeing is more than riches; the provision of 36 adequate latrines across this community is more than providing cash money to the entire community. Each and every one will benefit from those structures health wise.” – Fatmata Furnyo, Nurse, Nianahun

Preparing for the Unexpected

94% of NOW graduates improved their financial preparedness for unexpected events. NOW empowers participants to save money for emergencies, thus creating resilience to shocks on the individual and household level. Lucy Baion of Grima completed the NOW program and learned how to financially prepare herself and her family for unexpected events. When her kitchen was severely damaged in a rain storm earlier in the year, her savings allowed her to rebuild her house and outdoor kitchen.

Prioritizing Wellbeing

70% reduced diarrhea in communities with hygiene and sanitation projects.
Hawa Brima Gbondo (pictured left) is a 55-year-old farmer born and raised in Gbeka, a small rural village, where community members support themselves primarily through small-scale farming. Hawa says that when OneVillage Partners arrived in Gbeka in 2015, the community was divided and people rarely worked together. Village authorities ruled unfairly and engaged in corrupt practices. Villagers were resentful and wouldn’t cooperate with leaders or participate in communal work. They had lost faith in their leaders and refused to contribute to local projects for fear that their money would be misused.

At the same time, Gbeka had become dependent on Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) to sponsor infrastructure projects. The Chiefdom Speaker, Momoh Tarawally, bemoaned, “We thought that NGOs were the magicians to develop this community.” One NGO built latrines with minimal input from the community, and later on, many latrines collapsed. When Hawa’s latrine collapsed she didn’t bother to rebuild it, even though she had the means to do so. She realized she had become reliant on NGOs to address many of her personal challenges, rather than looking to herself and her community for support. “Seeing how I’d left my latrine in rubbles tells me that we expected more from outsiders than ourselves,” Hawa said. Hawa wasn’t alone in this mindset; the community took no ownership of projects provided simply as gifts.

Hawa believes that the first OneVillage Partners community meetings were the start of a change in Gbeka’s sense of unity and commitment to spearhead local initiatives. The community selected 12 volunteers to represent the Community Action Group, who were trained in project design and management. Over the next three years, the Community Action Group oversaw the implementation of three projects for the community. Through this process, community members were inspired to make financial contributions and mobilize construction materials for the projects. With their attitude reframed, Gbeka went to work supporting their goal of self-reliance. The Community Action Group and local leaders encouraged community members to contribute to projects. Chiefs started planning local projects in community meetings and stopped making decisions without public consultation. When the community saw positive and lasting changes in their leaders, they began cooperating with each other and sharing responsibilities. Gbeka has now rehabilitated a road connecting to a nearby village and constructed a storage space for agricultural products, all using funds and expertise from within the community. “It was challenging to get used to taking local initiative, but we have successfully rehabilitated a whole road with no NGO support,” Chief Tarawally stated. Gbeka now plans projects with funding from household contributions, revenue generated from fines, and community savings groups.

This process of planning projects together as a community has changed the way Gbeka approaches development. Leaders hold regular meetings to determine budgets and report amounts collected for communal work. Meeting attendance has increased steadily over time and more people are stepping up their involvement, women in particular. “Unlike before, I now have more chances to contribute in meetings without fearing the criticism of men,” community member Mamie John said.

“I am proud of what we have learned from OneVillage Partners,” Hawa said. “If villages like ours realize what they can offer to their own progress, they will not wait on NGO supplies and handouts.”

AUTHORS: Nabieu Senesie, Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning Officer & Emmanuel George, Community Action Coordinator
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2019 Statement of Activities

Revenue
- Individual Contributions: $627,086
- Corporate Contributions: $136,174
- Grants: $239,003
- Earned Income: $44,700
- Other: $28,684
Total Revenue: $1,075,647

Expenses
- Personnel & Benefits: $519,052
- Contract Services: $73,868
- Supplies & Expenses: $93,408
- Facility & Equipment: $37,144
- Travel & Transportation: $77,055
- Event Expenses: $36,705
- Other: $52,744
Total Expenses: $889,976

Change in Net Assets: $185,671

Our Team in 2019

- 47 full and part-time staff
- 92% staff working with programs in Sierra Leone
- 82% Sierra Leonean staff
- 44% staff from our partner communities
- 50% of leadership positions held by women

Programs: 78%
Fundraising: 12%
Administration: 10%
We are grateful for all the people who support our organization. OneVillage Partners is made up of bold, charismatic, and generous individuals who believe that no challenge is too big. Together, we are doing mighty things in the world.

THANK YOU

2019 Board of Directors

Danielle Claseman
Target Corporation

Jessica Cook
Ehlers, Inc.

Brad Engelma
Kraus Anderson Construction

David Etzwiller
Siemens Foundation

Joe Green
TCF Financial Corporation

Jeff Horan
UBS

Peter Jansen
Land O’Lakes, Inc. (retired)

Emilia Smith
U.S. Bank

Linda Switak
Secretary

Ramya Raul,
Treasurer

Jane Happe
University of Minnesota Extension

Carol Truesdell
Millbys Foundation (retired)

Randy Christensen
Minneapolis St. Paul Business Journal

Giving

$50,000+
Ford Foundation
Jeff & Margaret Hall
Mortenson Family Foundation

$20,000-$49,999
James & Mary Lawrence
The John W. Mood Foundation Trust
Carol & Lynn Truesdell
WEM Foundation
Weyerhaeuser Family Foundation

$10,000-$19,999
Marc & Alison Belton
William & Karen Burke
Becky Friberg
Carol & Ian Fairbank
March Family Foundation
Tha Nara Fund, Inc.
Nolan Family Foundation
Tamra Schaller & Stephen O’Neil
Steve & Kathy Wellington
Washington Management

$5,000-$9,999
Tim & Alma Aboud
Joseph Green & Trudi Anderson
Frank Babka
Tom Blasi
Caney Family Charitable Fund
CFP Companies/Ruerter-Walton Commercial
Engelma Family Foundation
David Etzwiller & Sarah Truesdell
First National Bank of Omaha
Graeter Twin Cities United Way
Laurie & Edward Greeno
Michael Henley & Randi Yoder
Dave & Michelle Horan
John & Sallie March
MHS Commercial Real Estate
Rick & Jan Neville
Pemar, Inc.
Jacqueline Prince
Tom Rock & Melissa Raphan
Rise Modular
Brian & Nancy Siska
Linda Switak & David Feron
John & Patricia Wall

$2,500-$4,999
Richard & Susan Anderson
American National Bank
Andrew & Nallei Bauer
Jessica & Arne Cook
Braun Intericor Corporation
Ted & Carol Cusmore
Vincent & Martha Dinassen
Frank & Patricia Dulke
Wendy Ethen
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
First American Title Insurance Company
Franco Companies, Inc.
Gray Plant Mooty & Bennett, P.A.
Kathleen & Mark Gross
Scott & Susan Hardig
Peter & Lisa Jansen
Kerry & Gil Krapf
Tracy & Guinevere Southwell
Liz Nordstrom
PAK Properties
Richard & Keri Palonen
Plymouth Congregational Church
RUM US (McMaidley LLP)
Saturday Properties LLC
Kristin Schubert
Stadium Business Park
John & Ann Stauth
Stinson LLP
Cherie Stolter
Chris Strausus
United Properties Residential, LLC
Voll & Company, Inc.
Viking Automatic Sprinkler Company
Alex & Amy Ware
Wells Concrete
Yellow Tree Construction Services

$1,000-$2,499
The Ackerman Group, Inc
Linda Auge
Peter & Susan Ahn
Wade & Jennifer Anderson
The Julie and Doug Baker, Jr. Foundation
Associated Bank
Bobbi & John Augustine
Skip & Mary Lou Beitzel
Nicholas Benson
Jamie & Jesse Bergstrom
Scott & Lindsay Bixing
David & Joan Bower
Jack & Kate Boyer
John Brosting
Stephen Brown
Steven Buss
Gretchen Camp
Civil Site Group
Collere Architects, LLC
Colliers International/Bevera, Inc
Cinda Collins
John & Kathy Currn
Kathleen & Steve Curry
Karín Dayton
Mary & Ernest Dorn
Dougherty Mortgage, LLC
Nancy & Jerry Dresen
Christin Eaton
Elien Swanson Graham Architects, Inc.
Scott Eckerd
Nancy Etzwiller & Dan O’Neil
Neil & Diane Estor
Fabolous Preston
Federation of Families
First American Title Insurance Company
Andrew & Megan Gallard
Max Gunderson
Hall Sweeney, LLC
Janelle Hescher
Dan Hodick
Roseanne Hope
Jessica Hooft
I C Construction, LLC

$500-$999
Pillsbury Foundation (retired)
Fort Washington, Inc.
First American Title Insurance Company
Gray Plant Mooty & Bennett, P.A.
Kathleen & Mark Gross
Scott & Susan Housh
Peter & Lisa Jansen

Inland Real Estate Partners, LLC
In Studio Architecture, LLC
J Volakis LLC
Perquist Jordan
Jorgenson Construction Inc.
Tom & Charity Kapp
Rex-Kay-Horn
Morgan Kinosk-Wright
Tom & Dan Kirby
Michael & Darsee Kuester
Larkin Hoffman
Land O’Lakes, Inc.
Dan Linnell
Rick & Tricia Long
Richard Jewell & Ann Ludwig
Thomas Lund
Mallory & Zimmerman, S.C.
Janet Mattox
Robert Miller
MNI Returned Peace Corps Volunteers
Amy & Jeff Morrisan
Dan Morris
Catherine Murphy
Mark Nelson
Robert & Jane Oberglander
Rory & Rhonda O’Neil
Kathy & Thomas P. Overholt
Presbyterian Homes & Services
Mary & Benjamin Rae
William Raynolds
Constance & Lewis Reemo, Jr.
Kate Robinson & Steve Salmen
Keith Rose
Susan Santbhine
Mark Schleier
Tom & Debra Schmelz
Sewing Construction Company
Steve & Karine Sewart
Christopher Sherman
Linda Sherman
William & Lee Strang
Josh Talberg
Carolyn Taylor
The Terrace Group
Timberland Partnership
Trad Capital Bank
Trad Properties
Noelle & Jeff Turner
UBS
U.S. Bank Foundation
Helen Wang
David C. Warner
Wells Builders, Inc
Scott & Michele Walsh
Greg & Susan Zoetis

$1,000 or more for three years. Contact us!
To learn how we are responding to COVID-19, please visit www.OneVillagePartners.org

715 Florida Ave S, Suite 101     Minneapolis, MN 55426

PHONE 612-879-7590     EMAIL info@onevillagepartners.org

Scan with your phone camera to donate today!